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t
the electroweak interactions with 5í/(3)i,® f(l)/v gauge

h t , it i» the conservation of F = L + B which forbids massive

neutrinos and the neutrinoless double beta decay, (j3j3)o^. Explicit and spontaneous

i breaking of F imply that the neutrinos have an arbitrary mass and ((iph, proceeds \

\ also with some contributions that do not depend explicitly on the neutrino mass.
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I. INTRODUCTION

It is well knowu that the observation of neutrinoless double beta decay, will imply

a new physics beyond the standard model. Usually, two kinds of mechanisms for this

- decay were independently assumed: massive Majorana neutrinos and right-handed

currents [l|.

In the latter case, neutrino mass is not required but, if the right-handed currents

are part of a gauge theory, it has been argued that at least some neutrinos must

have non-zero masses. If this is the case, the observation of (/J0)<h, would imply the

existence of massive neutrinos, whether or not right-handed currents exist [2|. It

is also well known that whatever mechanism generates the neutrinoless double beta

decay, it also generates a Majorana mass term [3,4]. In this sense, the fundamental

concept underlying that decay is the existence of massive neutrinos. However an

important point is to find out what is the mechanism which triggers (/?^)o» and this

could not be the neutrino mass.

Models based on the gauge symmetry St/(3)c ® SU(3)L &U(1)K are interesting

extensions of the Standard Model. It is possible, in this class of models to cancel

anomalies if the number of families are divisible by the number of colors [5-71. The

new gauge sector of the model must be very massive because there are flavor changing

neutral currents meJiated by the new neutral gauge boson, Z". This implies that

M2. > 40 TeV |7).

Some time ago it was claimed that in this sort of models (/?/J)Uj, could occur

even with massless neutrinos [8]. Here we return to this question, and show that the

neutrinos could remain massless but not in a natural way.

Here, the word natural is used in the technical sense [9|. It means that the

masses in a theory are finite and calculable if there is a zeroth-order mass relation

which is invariant under arbitrary changes of parameters of the theory. In fact,



iu retiorinalizable theories a mass is either zero because some unbroken symmetry or

arbitrary since it is necessary a couiiterlcrm iu order to implement the raiorinalization

program, leaving masses as free parameters of the theory. Hence, if a mass is zero

at tree level, and there is no a respective countcrterm, loop corrections cannot be

divergent since there is no counlerlerm available to cancel the infinities.

In fact, there are contributions to the no-ncutrino (3p decay thai do not depend

explicitly on the neutrino mass, but it is not possible to keep the neutrino massless,

at least not in the natural way we have discussed above. The present necessity of

massive neutrinos has no relation with the bad high energy behavior of processes as

W~V~ —»t~t~ (2) since in this models the doubly charged gauge boson U cancels

the divergent part of such a process.

If one wants leplon number to be conserved, one must assume that the V*,i /**

gauge bosons carry leplon number. The lepton number conservation can also still

be maintained in the Yukawa sector by assigning appropriate lepton number to the

scalar fields too. This naivy assignment of lepton number does not work because the

vector bosons also couple to the quarks. A more appropriate quantum number is

the lepto-baryon number, F — I + B denned in Sec. II. It is the conservation of this

quantum number which forbids massive neutrinos and (Pfi)o* We add trilincar terms

to the Higgs potential, Sec. Hi, which explicitly violate F and in Sec. IV we consider

the (/*Av) decay. In Sec. V we show that the explicit F-violation implies also an

spontaneously breaking of this quantum number and neutrino!) with arbitrary mass.

II. THE J>'(/(3)i.0U(l)/v MODEL

Let us first recall some points of the model of fief. (7). The representation content

is the following: the leptons transform as triplets,



(2.1)

with a = e,/i,r. hi the quark sector we have the triplet

(2.2)

for the left-handed fields, and singlets

« I H ~ ( I , + = ) ; ~ (1, -3); JIR ~ (L+3). (2.3)
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for the respective right-handed fields, and we have not introduced right-handed neu-

trinos.

The second and third families of quarks are in antitriplets (3", — 5)

i2L= «2 , V 3 t = u3 • (2.4)

The respective right-handed quarks are also in singlets. In fact, two of the three quark

generations, it does not matter which, transform identically in contrast to the third

one. The model is anomaly free if we have equal number of triplets and anlitripiets,

counting the color of SU(3)<, and furthermore requiring the sum of all fermion charges

to vanish. The anomaly cancellation occurs for the three generations together and

not generation by generation. In Eqs. (2.2) and (2.4) the quarks, except the one with

charge + j , are linear combinations of the mass eigenstates.

For the first generation of quarks we have the following charged current interac-

tions:



(2.5)

and, for the second generation of quarks we have

= - X [crfbL w; - + He.) (2.6)

The charge changing interactions for the third generation of quarks are obtained

from those of the second generation, making e —» I, s —• b and 7j -* J3. We have

mixing only in tlie Q = - \ and Q=-\ sectors, tlien in Eqs. (2.5) and (2.6) <<#,a#

and Ji+ mean Cabibbo-Kobayashi-Maskawa states in the three and two-dimensional

flavor space d,s,b and Jt, J3 respectively. In the leplonic sector we have the charged

currents

In order to generate the quark masses, it is necessary to introduce the following

Higgs scalar»,

'/ =

V
1Í

n

P- X =

X"

X (2.8)

traiisformiiig, under SU[3) 0 i / ( l ) , as (3,0),(3,1) and (3 , -1) , respectively.

Tlic Irpton mass term transform as (3 0 3) = 3* (b 65, then we can introduce a

triplet, like ij, but in this case one of the charged lepton» remains massless and the

other two are mass degenerate, or a symmetric antisexlel 5 = (65,0). We choose the

latest one [10] in order to obtain arbitrary mass for leplons.

The charge assignment of (6',0) is the following:

S =

*r A

(2.9)



The quark-liiggs interaction is

Cr = 0ii.(C7Bt/.««l + G\aDaRp + G>JlHx)

+ 0 . t ( ^ t W + FtD^n' + F i - W ) + We. (2.10)

where a = 1,2,3, i,k = 2,3, and Uofl = ulH,uiR,uM, DoH = dlR,d2H,d3R and all

fields are still symmetry eigenstates. Explicitly from Eq. (2.10) one has,

-CQY = ^ . ( M I I V + «fiti/f + Ju.it )tB«

(</.^ + «.iff +

Í ( J i t** + « W + *t.Y*y*« + He. (2.11)

The Yukawa interaction in the leptoiiic sector »

(2.12)

with Vc = CV'T, being C the charge conjugate matrix. Explicitly we have

+ {KIAL + '.«"«.^r + CS/iít + Wu>a) + We. (2.13)

If we impose that {a0,) = 0, then the neutrinos remain massless, at least at tree level.

As we said in the last section, let us define the lepto-baryon number, which is

additively conserved, as follows

F=L + B, (2.14)

where L is the total lepton number L — ^,, L,t i — e,p,r and B is the baryon number.

As usual B(l) = 0 for any lepton /, L(q) - 0 for any quark q
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+1. (2.15)

and

/•(«-) = **0C) = j , *V,) = -\, KJ.) = 5. (216)

where o = 1,2,3 and 1 = 2,3. From Eqs. (2.15) and (2.It) we see that if

F(V~) = F(i/—) = +2, (2.17)

the interactions (2.5), (2.6) and (2.7) conserve F.

In urclcr to have F also conserved in the Yukawa sector, Eqs. (2.11) and (2.13),

we also assign lt> the scalar Kelils the following values

-F(UJ-) = F(H*+) = F(h+) = FK) = -2 , (2.18)

and with all the oilier scalars fields carrying F = 0.

Although lhe process W~V~ -* t~ t~ occurs in this kind of model with the

exchange of masáless neutrinos, it does not imply the (^)o» decay since the vertex

dii"uL\'* is forbidden by the F-conservation. This symmetry also forbids a mixing

between IV" and V~. Hence, we see that the F symmetry must be broken in order

• to allow the (J3)u* to occur.

111. THE .SCALAR SECTOR

Lei

V{,,,p,X,S) = vW'l + Ap%9 + fixh + ti

A, | 'yr(5'5



Mx'xM +
'P) + (/ie*i|*,X* + j

J ,Si . + l ie).

x W x )

+

0

0

.(/») =

0

«V

0\ /

.(x) =

0

0

(3.1)

This is the most general St/(3)®i/(i) gauge invariant, renormalizable Higgs potential

for the three triplets and tbe sextet. The constants / „ i = 1,2,3,4 have dimension

of mass. It is possible to show that lhe potential (3.1) has a local minimum al the

following vacuum expectation values (VCV) for the scalar neutral fields [11]

(3.2)

and

0 0 0

(5) = 0 0 v H (3.3)

0fH 0

Since we have chosen (cr°) = 0, lhe neutrinos do not gain mass at tree level. However,

we can verify the naturalness of this choice. The situation is similar when a triplet is

added to the Standard Model [12]. We will return to this point later.

Redefining all neutral scalars as <p = v^ + f\ + i<pi, except for a", we can analyze

the scalar spectrum. For simplicity we will not consider relative phases in the vacuum

expectation values. Requiring that the shifted potential has no linear terms in any

of the ¥>|,2 components of all neutral scalars we obtain in the tree approximation the

constraint equations:



and the mass ntalrix in the ijf ,»h .

Where

4| =

At A3 0

-Fyc 0 B,

0 0 Bt

0 - F 2 -Fa*

-F3a 0 0

i*, Aj = Fi - A

, = F.èa"1 - A13t

A,.»* + A,,»J

O,

O,

0.

0,
(34)

/»«/, = 0, i s 1,2,3,4.

Jbr Â  IMSIS is

0 0 -F3m

0 - F , 0

n, -Ft* o

i í , O -F7b

0 C, C,

-F7b C, C,

,a6, A3 = (F,o + F2c)fc-' - A12o
2,

(3.5)

(3.6)

(3.7)

(3.8)

and we have defined lhe dirneiisionkrss ronstants F, = / i / f x , a = vnfvx, b = f , / f ,

•uni c = vnjvx. Tlie mass matrix in Lc|. (3.5) has jusl two Goldslonr IKHOIIS and

implies a mixing among all charged scalar», hence the physical charged scalar» arc

linear combinations of »),",/',"(» = 1,2), />' and \" which have no well defined value

of F. As quarks u, if interact accortling Kq. (2.11) with 'it ,p~ and the last fields are

linear combination» of mass cigensUtes we see that the diagram in Fig. 1 is possible

even if the neutrino were massless.
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IV. THE (A))* DECAY

The F symmetry is softly broken by the / w terms in the scalar potential (3.1).

As we said in the last section, the physical singly charged scalar, in the present case,

are not eigenstates of F. Then, if *|" in Fig. I is one of the scalar mats eigenstates,

in general

with *,~ = Bf.fc ,^",x",*r .* i «»d a,, are mixing parameters.

We can estimate a lower bound on the mass of ^f, by assuming that it» con-

tribution to (/?/J)c is I*** than the amplitude due to massive Majoraiia neutrinos

and vector bosons IV'~ exchange. The latter amplitude b characterized by a strength

which is proportional to

where m'J1 = | YL, U?,mj\ •» t n e "effective neutrino mass" [1). The experimental limit

on (00)», decay rate imply that m'J1 < M. = (1 - 2)eV (2); <pJ> is an average

square 4-momentum carried by the virtual neutrino, its value is usually (lOMcV)2 [3].

On the other hand, the amplitude of the process in Fig. 1 is proportional to

mj

Then, assuming that Eq. (1.3) is less than Bq. (4.2) when m'J' = M, we have,

The factors in Eq. (4.3) arise a» follows. In Eq. (2.11) the fields are symmetry eigen-

states. It is possible to redefine the quark fields as

(4 5)
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with \'j?H being unitary matrices in the flavor space and the primed fields denote

mass eigenstates for the respective charge Q sector. In Eq. (2.11) the interactions

are as GuddLuHi^ with G w = (Vl'^G^V^)^ and d,u are mass eigenstates. The

coefficients G« appear in Eq. (2.13). As these mixing parameters in Eq. (4.4) can be

very small it does not imply a strong lower bound on the scalar fields.

There are not contributions to (flf3)o* from trilinear Higgs interactions like

qf/ij / / + + . In models in which these contributions exist, they are negligible [3) unless

a neighboring mass scale (~ lO*GtV) exist [13].

V. CONCLUSIONS

As promised, we now consider the question of the neutrino masses. First at all,

notice tlidt if we forbid, by assuming a discrete symmetry (10] the trilinear terms

in fj,4 the mixing arisen from Eq. (3.5) is among ' / f , / »" ,^ and separately among

' / J . X ' I ^ J a»d lhe F is conserved and (&&)<* is forbiden. Then, it is important the

fact that lhe F symmetry is softly broken by the trilinear terms /3>« in the scalar

potential (3.1).

As we have made (a\) - 0, we can think that the neutrino masses vanish at tree

level but that they are finite and calculable, in the sense of Sec. 1. Let ua consider

this issue more in detail.

Besides (2.13) there is the additional Yukawa coupling between leptons and the

triplet scalar »/,

0iit^t«"*ih + He., (5.1)
at

a,b denote family indices, t,j denote SU('i) indices and t'jk is the totally antisym-

metric symbol. The Yukawa couplings /«» must be antisymmetric, /,& = -ft*, due

to Kmiii statistics and the «uiiisymnuHric properly of the charge conjugation matrix,

II



C. Then, Eq. (5.1) connects leptons of different families. Typical terms of Eq. (5.1)

read

(KLVÍ ~ ét^tJii*. WLPL ~ il"*L)ni• (5-2)

Next, due to Eqs. (2.13) and (5.2), the neutrinos gain finite masses through loop

diagrams as in Figs. 2(a) and 2(b).

Now, joining the neutrino lines in Figs. 2 by o°, we obtain the divergent con-

tribution to (af) appearing in Fig. 3(a,b). This implies a countcrtenn and makes it

impossible to maintain (<r°) = 0, at least in a natural way. Hence, neutrinos gain an

arbitrary small mass since we can always to assume that (<r°) 2:0.

If (<r?) jí 0 there is a mixing in the charged vector sector W+-V+,

V*--fiXt+aX}, a2 + 0* = I, (5.3)

where X*2 are mass eigenstates. Hence the (/?/3)o* proceeds also as in Fig. 4, whithout

a direct dependence on the neutrino mass, but this contribution is suppressed by

the large mass of the vector boson A'f or by the mixing parameters since /3 ~ 0.

If (<?") f- 0, and assuming discrete symmetries to forbid the explicit violations in

Eq. (3.1), we have spontaneously breakdown of the F symmetry, since 0° carries

F = - 2 , see Eq. (2.18), implying a like-Majoron Goldstone boson since the af belongs

to a triplet under 51/(2) together with /»J and H". The phenomenology of this

Goklstoue boson can be similar to that of the Majoron [14| and it deserve a more detail

study. As (<rjf) / 0 we expect a deviation from the p = 1 value (/> = cos2 OwMg/Mfy),

however as (<rjf) is arbitrary small its contributions can be made negligible.

Summarizing: we see that (/J/i)u_ proceeds in this model also as a Higgs bosons

elk'tt, with almost inasslcss neutrinos. Recall that if we have furbidden all trilincars

in Eq. (3.1) except those with fi,ft, neutrino» could remain ina»*l<?»a but the mixing

12



ill the charged scalar sector is only among »/[",/>",/i|" and fj\x~,/»j separately. Hence

the (liii)o, cannot occur as was shown in lief. [7).

In tins sort of model, there must be exotic hadrons formed by combinations such

as qqjj with B = 3, being q any of the known quarks.
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Figure Captions

Fig. 1 Scalar contribution to the (l3(1)o*, G ^ , , are Yukawa couplings and

mixing parameters in the scalar sector.

Fig. 2 Finite contribution to the Majorana neutrino mass due to the Yukawa cou-

pling» in Eus. (2.13) and (5.2) and the trilinear terms / j and /« in the scalar potential

(3.1).

Fig. 3 Joining the neutrino lines by oj in Fig. 2 we obtain a divergent contribution

to (a?).

Fig. 4 Contribution to the (jifl)^ due the charged vector bosons exchange if (aj|) ^ 0.

.V* is a linear combination of IV'+ and V/+. See Eq. (5.3).
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